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Goucher is a selective, private, coed, liberal arts college dedicated to providing a multidisciplinary, international education. Empowered by rigorous academics, a close-knit residential campus community, and hands-on experience in the world, Goucher students graduate as true global citizens.
A Goucher Teaching Fellowship Can be Tailored to Your Interests and Experience Level

• Variety of courses you could potentially participate in
  – Sciences (biology, chemistry, biochemistry, psychology, computer science) AND BEYOND!
  – Some in fall semester, some in spring
  – Levels from freshman through senior
  – Variety of formats/pedagogies

• Many ways to participate, *e.g.* (*but not limited to)*:
  – guest lectures; conduct a lab session
  – lead discussion or review sessions
  – create homework assignments and exam questions
  – supervise projects
  – develop new ways to incorporate technology into teaching
  – develop new lab experiments
  – drop-in tutoring center for intro bio and chem courses

• Time commitment and role negotiated between mentor and fellow

• Focus on mentoring
Guidelines for applying

• Look at the list of available courses
  – course level and format described
  – link to instructors’ webpages
  – meeting times for fall courses given
  – link to catalog for other courses

• Make sure to list your top choice(s) of courses to participate in and explain how your background/experience suits your assignment to these courses
Questions?

judith.levine@goucher.edu
410-337-6525